EVALUATION OF HEAD CHECK BEHAVIOR OF MOTORCYCLISTS DURING MERGING IN TRAFFIC - OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
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ABSTRACT

Improper riding behavior is one of the leading contributors for road crashes. Not wearing helmet, speeding, riding during fatigue and sleepy, and improper procedure during merging in traffic are among the poor behaviors of motorcyclists. For this study, improper merging behavior is the focus. The objectives of the study are: (i) to evaluate motorcyclists head check behavior during merging in traffic; (ii) to evaluate the differences of motorcyclists head check behavior during merging in traffic with different environments - highway and town (with and without U-turn situations). A naturalistic observation study was done where 1091 motorcyclists were observed at eight locations (scenarios) - four of highway road environment, two of town with U-turn environment, and two of town without U-turn environment. The dependent variable is the percentage of head checks. If a motorcyclist performs head check towards the target zone (the area in which the potential hazard may merge - at the entering road) while in the launch zone (the area where a motorcyclist should turn his or her head to the target zone - on the leaving road), he or she was scored one, else he or she was scored zero. It was found that, in overall, the percentage of motorcyclists who performed the head check (39.9%) is less than those who did not performed the head check (60.1%) - p ≤ 0.001. In term of the type of the road environment, similar results were found for the merging with highway environment (29.4% performed head check) and town without U-turn environment (31.4% performed head check). In contrast, for the merging with town with U-turn environment, the opposite result was found (75.7% performed head check). These differences were significant with p ≤ 0.001. This study provides prevalence information about Malaysian motorcyclists' behavior in general and, more particularly, their behavior on the head check during merging in traffic. The findings shall recommend for an improvement to the current Malaysia riding/driving education system and road users awareness program in which may decrease the road crashes.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the Association for Safety International Road Travel (ASIRT), about 1.3 million people die in road crashes each year all over the world, on average 3,287 deaths per day. Similarly, the World Health Organization (WHO), also indicated the similar daily death rate - 3,400 death - and mentioned that ten of millions people are injured and disabled resulting from the road crashes. Among the road users, pedestrian, cyclist, and motorcyclist are the most vulnerable road users. According to the Global Health Observatory (GHO), in 2010, 50% of deaths on the world's roads occurred among vulnerable road users - 23% of all deaths were among motorcyclist, 22% among pedestrians, and 5% among cyclists. Furthermore, in African region, 38% of all road traffic deaths were among pedestrians, while in the Western Pacific region, 36% of road traffic deaths were among motorcyclists.

In Malaysia, motorcycles are the most preferable, convenient and affordable transportation. With about 70% of the registered motorcycles is on the road, there are at least 6.2 million active motorcycles in the country. Out of them, 113,962 have been involved in road accidents, causing fatalities of 3,640 riders and 430 millions in 2011. In Malaysia, motorcycle is accounted for almost 60% of all road crashes. In addition, 60% of the road crashes fatalities in Malaysia are contribute by motorcycles. Furthermore, it is surprising that with 60% road crashes, motorcycle has less number of registrations in comparison to the car. This statistic shows that, among the vehicles, motorcycle has a higher risk for road crashes.

Poor riding behavior is one of the contributing factors for motorcycle road crashes. Not wearing helmet, speeding, riding during fatigue and sleepy, improper overtaking and merging are among the poor behaviors of the motorcyclist. For this study, improper merging behavior is the focus. Merging is defined as the situation when a rider merges onto a motorway to build up speed to match that of the traffic already on the motorway. Merging lane is categorized into two give way rules situation - on roads where there are lanes marked on the road, and on
roads where there are no lanes marked on the road. For the first situation, if the lane comes to an end, road user must give way to traffic already in the lane that he or she is moving to\textsuperscript{10}. The later situation is when the lines of traffic merge ended, and road user must give way to any vehicle that is ahead of him. Lines of traffic refer to adjacent rows of vehicles that do not have a lane separation line between them\textsuperscript{10}. 

In addition to the above rules, there are several unwritten laws of proper behaviors when motorcyclists encountering a merging situation. There are guidelines that could be followed for a safe practice. There are, in step by step: reduce a speed, ensure a safe gap with other vehicles, use a side mirror and turn on signal, and turn the head quickly over a shoulder before merging in traffic\textsuperscript{11}. In this study, turning head before merging in traffic is the focus.

A standard term for the turning head before merging in traffic is known as the head check\textsuperscript{10}. As mentioned above, a safe motorcyclist should turn his or her head quickly over a shoulder before merging in traffic. This procedure is crucial in order for a motorcyclist to check his or her blind spot. Blind spot is defined as the area next to a motorcyclist that is unable to be seen in the motorcycle’s side mirrors\textsuperscript{10}.

The timing for turning head (to anticipate the hazard) involves the launch zone and the target zone. Launch zone is defined as the area where it is crucial for a motorcyclist to turn his or her head, while target zone is defined as the area where the motorcyclist should turn his or her head to anticipate the potential hazards while in the launch zone. These two terms are widely used in other driving literatures especially in the hazard anticipation research\textsuperscript{12,20}.

In Malaysia, a proper and safe procedure to merge in traffic is not specifically being exposed to the rider - i.e. in driving/riding education system. Currently, there are three levels of tests in obtaining a motorcycle driving license - KPP01 (theory test), KPP02 (skill test), and KPP03 (road test - controlled track for B2 license)\textsuperscript{21}. In KPP01, the blind spot is introduce, however, is it not specifically mentioned about its importance at the merging lane rather than just generally mentioned as an awareness procedure during changing lane, overriding traffic, and entering intersection\textsuperscript{21}. In KPP02, the measures that only be tested are include the 8 turn, bridge crossing, serpentine ride, and emergency break. There is no input in regards to the merging lane\textsuperscript{21}. In KPP03, head check is only being tested at the beginning of the test - before start riding the motorcycle. There is no head check or blind spot requirement in the rest of the KPP03 rather than to test on handling dangerous corners, and normal riding activities on the road. In addition, failing to perform head check is not considers as a mandatory failed for the test\textsuperscript{21}. Furthermore, Malaysia also does not have a prevalence study and statistic on the head check behavior during merging in traffic. Because this procedure is crucial for a safe riding, a prevalence of the head check behavior of Malaysian motorcyclists during merging in traffic is needed so that it can be recommends for an improvement to the current Malaysia riding/driving education system. Refining the riding/driving education system will improving the awareness among the road users in which would decrease road crashes.

The basic method to obtain this information is by doing a naturalistic observational study at several merging areas that is known as scenario. Naturalistic study is defined as a type of study in which the researcher very carefully observes and records some behavior or phenomenon, sometimes over a prolonged period, in its natural setting while interfering as little as possible with the subjects or phenomena\textsuperscript{22}. In naturalistic observation, the technique involves are by observing subjects in their natural environment. Naturalistic observation differs from structured observation in that it involves looking at a behavior as it occurs in its natural setting with no attempts at intervention on the part of the researcher\textsuperscript{23}. Therefore, in this study, naturalistic observation method was chosen in order to obtain a prevalence of the motorcyclist head check behavior during merging in traffic.

The purpose of this naturalistic observation study was to determine motorcyclists head check behavior during merging in traffic. From the study, we have learnt the following: (i) motorcyclists head check behavior during merging in traffic; (ii) differences of motorcyclists head check behavior during merging in traffic with different environment - highway and town (with and without U-turn situations).

**METHODS**

**Area of the Study**

Area of the study is in the Gombak district - from Taman Melati to Batu Caves - in the State of Selangor, Malaysia. Like any other riding or driving research, in general, the area covered is sufficient enough to generalize the motorcyclists’ behavior on head check during merging in traffic rather than to generalize to the Malaysian population. Within this observational area, eight scenarios were selected.

**Scenarios**

There are eight scenarios in total were included for this study. In general, each scenario is involved a leaving road - the road that motorcyclists are coming from - and the entering
road - the road that motorcyclists will merge onto. The launch zone - the area where it is crucial for motorcyclists to turn his or her head - and the target zone - the area where motorcyclist should turn his or her head to anticipate potential hazards while in the launch zone - for each scenario were also determined. The scenarios were classified into two categories namely highway (four scenarios) and town (four scenarios), in which were categorized based on the type of the entering road. Among the town merging scenarios, two scenarios have a U-turn and the other two did not have a U-turn. The details example of the scenario for each environment types will be described below.

Scenarios with Highway Environment: In general, the speed limit of the highway road is 90 km/h. However, the speed limit of one highway road to another may be different depends on several factors - e.g. number of lanes, traffic congestion, and road conditions. There are four scenarios with a highway environment were included. There are named as (i) Gombak Toll (ii) Golek Golek, (iii) Melati, and (iv) Auto City - the scenarios were named based on the surrounding area of the scenarios. The ‘Gombak Toll’ scenario will be used as an example to explain the details of the Highway environment scenarios. Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrates motorcyclists’ and plan view of the Gombak Toll scenario respectively. In both figures, the launch zone and the target zone are labelled as A and B respectively.

The leaving road consist of two lanes and the speed limit is 60 km/h. The cue available to the road users is the yellow lines on the leaving road as he or she approaching the merging area. A safer road user would recognize these lines as a warning to be more careful. On the other hand, the entering road consists of unlined wide lanes (because the traffic is coming out from the Expressway toll booths). The speed limit of the entering road is 90 km/h. The surrounding environments are includes trees on the left side of the leaving road, divider between the leaving and entering road, and a tollbooths far behind on the entering road.

Scenarios with Town Environment: In general, the speed limit of the town road is 60 km/h. However, the speed limit of one town road to another may be different depends on several factors - e.g. number of lanes, traffic congestion, and road conditions. Town road is a major road that connecting one area of the town to another. There are four scenarios with a town environment were included, two for scenario without U-turn - named as Banjaria and Sri Gombak - and two with U-turn - named as Giant and Sungai Cincin. The ‘Sri Gombak’ and ‘Sungai Cincin’ scenarios will be used as an example to explain the details of the Town environment without and with U-turn scenarios respectively.

Sri Gombak Scenario: Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the motorcyclists’ and plan view of the scenario respectively. In both figures, the launch zone and the target zone are labelled as A and B respectively.
The leaving road consist of one lane and the speed limit is 60 km/h. However, the speed limit is reducing into 30 km/h due to the two-way-lanes flyover before the entering road. The cue available is the ‘give way’ signage. The entering road consists of one lane and the speed limit is 30 km/h. The surrounding environments are includes businesses buildings on both left and right of the roads.

Sungai Cincin Scenario: Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate the motorcyclists’ and plan view of the scenario. In both figures, the launch zone and the target zone are labelled as A and B respectively.
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TR-37 was used to stand the video recorder so the recording will be static (no moving during recording). The battery lifetime of the system is about two hours. Therefore, a spare battery - of the same model - for the system was prepared as a backup. The system also includes a memory card - Sandisk - for the recording. The size of the memory card is 32 gigabytes. Therefore, a spare memory card - of the same model and size - for the system is prepared as a backup.

Other Apparatus

Video data storage - Seagate - was used to store the recorded video data. The capacity of the storage is 1 terabytes which is estimated to be able to store about 63 hours of video recording of the system used. A duct tape was used in this study to mark the launch zone of each scenario. This was to make sure that the scoring phase become easier and standardize. The chosen color of the duct tape is red because it will be contrast to the major background colors - e.g. green for grass, gray for road, white for road’s lines. A scoring sheet was designed to administrating the scoring during the observation. On the scoring sheet there are a column for scenario name, date and time taken, and a column to score the observation.

Design of the Study

In general, the study was only conducted on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. Friday and weekends were excluded. This is to avoid any potential factoring effect that may affect motorcyclists behavior (i.e. the traffic congestion would be different). The time of a day that the observations were conducted is classified into two three-hours-slots - namely morning and evening. The morning and evening slots will be from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. respectively. Other periods of time of the day were excluded. This is to avoid any potential factoring effect that may affect the motorcyclists behavior (i.e. the effect of the alertness of motorcyclists, night/day-time condition, and traffic congestion would be different).

Scenario Counterbalancing: Observations of the scenarios were arranged such that sequencing of the scenarios observed was counterbalanced in term of the time (day and period) of the observations. A Latin Square was designed to counterbalance the time of the observations. The scenarios were label as H1, H2, H3, H4, T1, T2, T3, and T4. The letter H or T represent the environment of the scenario - H for highway, T for town. The numbers - 1, 2, 3, and 4 - are simply assigned to the scenarios to differentiate the four scenarios in each type of the road environment being studied. The arrangement of the scenarios observed is shown in Figure 7 on the next page. In explanation, as can be seen in Figure 7, there are four slots for H1, and each of
them appear on the different day. In addition, two of the H1s are on the morning slots, and the other two H1s are on the evening slots.

The procedure for the study is categorized into three phases - pre-observation, during observation, and the post-observation.

Pre-observation: On a particular day of the study, a scenario was chosen to be observed based on the Latin Squared designed. At the chosen scenario’s location duct tape was pasted to mark the launch zone of the scenario. This was to make sure that a study analyst will be able to analyze the data - to score the observation. After that, the video recorder system was set up. The tripod was stood on the flat surface for a quality video recording and the angle of the video was checked - to ensure that the launch zone and the target zone can be seen clearly in the LCD monitor of the video recorder. In addition, it was also to ensure that the recording cover the whole merging lane.

During Observation: Firstly, the scoring sheet was prepared. Then, the information of the scenario and observation - scenario name, time, and date - was filled in. After that, the observation was started and done based on the study design.

After Observation: The data was transferred into the video data storage, and was kept safely in the locked laboratory’s cabinet for future use - analyzing phase.

Research Questions, Variables, and Hypotheses
There are two research questions to be answered. There are: (i) what is the motorcyclists head check behaviour during merging in traffic?, and (ii) is the motorcyclists head check behaviour better in one type of the road environment compared to another? The dependent variable is the head checks percentage - if a motorcyclist perform head check towards the target zone (the area in which the potential hazard may merge, e.g., the traffic from the toll both in the Gombak Toll scenario that travelling on the lane that a motorcyclist will merge) while in the launch zone (the area where it is crucial for a motorcyclist to do the head check, e.g., 3 seconds behind the merging point). The independent variable is the type of the road environment - highway (one type) and town (two types - with and without U-turn). The hypothesis testing for each question is as the following:

Question 1:

$H_0 = \text{the percentage of motorcyclists who performed the head check is equal to the percentage of motorcyclists who did not performed the head check.}$

$H_1 = \text{the percentage of motorcyclists who performed the head check is not equal to the percentage of motorcyclists who did not performed the head check.}$

Question 2:

$H_0 = \text{the percentage of motorcyclists who performed the head check is equal throughout the different types of the road environments.}$

$H_1 = \text{the percentage of motorcyclists who performed the head check is not equal throughout the different types of the road environments.}$

RESULTS

In total, there are 1091 motorcyclists were observed throughout the study period in the eight scenario locations - 54.8% was at the merging with highway road environment and 45.2% at the merging with town road environment. Among the observations at the town road environment, 47.7% was at the merging with U-turn and 52.3% without U-turn.

Motorcyclists head check behaviour during merging in traffic

The descriptive statistics are given in Figure 8 below. In overall, the percentage of the motorcyclists who performed the head check (39.9%, solid gray bar) is less than those who did not performed the head check (60.1%, dotted white bar).
The data was analysed using chi-square goodness of fit test. The null hypothesis was rejected, $\chi^2(1) = 44.767$, $p \leq 0.0001$. More than half of motorcyclists did not perform head check during merging in traffic. Figure 8 also shows that, among the scenarios, three scenarios - one of the highway environment (scenario number 2) and two of U-turn town environment (scenario number 5 and 6) are not following the pattern of the null hypothesis.

Differences of motorcyclists head check behavior during merging in traffic with different environment - highway and town (with and without u-turn situations)

The descriptive statistics are given in Figure 9 below. In highway environment, the percentage of the motorcyclists who performed the head check (29.4%, solid gray bar) is less than those who did not performed the head check (70.6%, dotted white bar). More than two-thirds of motorcyclists did not perform head check during merging in traffic with highway environment. A similar pattern was observed in the town without U-turn environment. In town without U-turn environment, the percentage of the motorcyclists who performed the head check (31.4%, solid gray bar) is less than those who did not performed the head check (68.6%, dotted white bar). More than two-thirds of motorcyclists did not perform head check during merging in traffic with town without U-turn environment. However, in the town with U-turn environment, the opposite pattern was observed. In town with U-turn environment, the percentage of the motorcyclists who performed the head check (75.7%, solid gray bar) is higher than those who did not performed the head check (24.3%, dotted white bar). Only quarter of motorcyclists did not performed head check during merging in traffic.

Figure 9: Percentage of Head Check for each type of road environment

The data was analysed using pearson chi-square goodness of fit and independent tests. These differences were significant, $\chi^2(2) = 161.062$, $p \leq 0.0001$. The SPSS output also given the effect size of the observation. From the output, Cramer’s V value is 0.384 which means that this observation has a medium effect size (between 0.3-0.5).

DISCUSSION

The first research question is to investigate the motorcyclists head check behavior during merging in traffic. The study found that the percentage of the motorcyclists who performed head check (39.9%) is less than those who did not performed head check (60.1%). This finding agreed with the expected result - rejecting the null hypothesis - where motorcyclists are expected to perform less head check towards the potential hazards during merging in traffic. This is because, with the current Malaysian riding education system, motorcyclists can be considered to have insufficient training (knowledge) or experience when it comes to safety procedure during merging in traffic. In the program, head check procedure during merging in traffic is not specifically being exposed to the leaners rather than just generally mentioned as an awareness procedure during changing lane, overriding traffic, entering intersection, and before start riding the motorcycle. In addition, as the failing to perform head check is not considered as a mandatory failed for the test, most of the motorcyclists are not aware of this crucial safety action during merging in traffic. Moreover, merging is also known as one of the risky locations for crashes with around 19,000 crashes (3.5%) were recorded in the 1999 study in the United States. Most of the merging collisions also have been reported to occur when there are no traffic control (non-signalized), in which matching the scenarios being studied under this study. With this finding, it is crucial for the riding program to be improved in general, more particularly, on the safe procedure during
merging in traffic as have been practice in other riding education system e.g. in California State\textsuperscript{11}.

The second research question is to investigate if motorcyclists head check behaviour during merging in traffic is better in one type of a road environment compare to another. The study found that: (i) at the highway road environment, the percentage of the motorcyclists who performed head check (29.4\%) is less than those who did not performed head check (70.6\%), (ii) at the town without U-turn road environment, the percentage of the motorcyclists who performed head check (31.4\%) is less than those who did not performed head check (68.6\%), and (iii) at the town with U-turn road environment, the finding is contrary to the previous two road environments, in which the percentage of the motorcyclists who performed head check (75.7\%) is more than those who did not performed head check (24.3\%). This findings agreed with the expected result - rejecting the null hypothesis - where motorcyclists are expected to perform differently depends on the road environment. Looking at these findings, the only difference among the road environments being studied is the occurrence of the U-turn. In general, when there is a U-turn, motorcyclists head check behavior could be similar or differ from the cases that have no U-turn. This is because, as a motorcyclist approaching the U-turn, he or she could notice if there are incoming traffics that may merge with him or her after the U-turn. Thus, this would affect his or her decision in performing the head check. In congested traffics - or at least there is a potential vehicle that may merge after the U-turn, motorcyclists are more likely to perform the head check before merging in traffic. One particular reason for this is that the riders and drivers are tend to give way to the incoming vehicles that he or she about to merge whenever there is a U-turn signage\textsuperscript{10}. In contrast, if there are no incoming traffics, he or she may just skip this crucial procedure with an assumption that there is no vehicle going to be merged with him. However, this is not a safe behavior to be practiced. In addition, road users need to slow down whenever he or she taking a U-turn, thus, it will give more time for them to be more careful. Moreover, U-turn is also associated with a shorter merging lane in comparison to the road without U-turn. Shorter merging lane will result a sudden merging. Thus, this is maybe the cause for the motorcyclist to be more likely to perform head check. Another factor is that, as the length of a merging lane has an effect on the choice of speeding while in the merging lane, it also may affect the head check behavior.

Findings for both research questions above have met the expected hypotheses, however, there is one study mentioned that, 91\% of merge collision occur on regular roads - i.e. town road environment - as opposed to interstate and exchange highway\textsuperscript{7}. In our study, three is no different was found between the town and highway (i.e. exchange) road environment. This is perhaps because the traffic congestion and the length of the merging lane for both environments that being studied are not that much different. A different result may be shown if the study are comparing the town road environment to the interstate highway e.g. the PLUS highway.

Among the results found, there is one particular scenario - Scenario #2, Melati scenario, highway road environment - that was not agreed with the expected result. In this scenario, the percentage of the motorcyclists who performed head check (68.8\%) is more than those who did not performed head check (31.2\%). It was expected that, the reverse result should be found. Comparing to other highway scenarios, one possible cause for this difference is the length of the merging lane. In comparison, the length of the merging lane in Melati scenario is much shorter to other scenarios of highway road environment. Figure 10 and 11 illustrates the merging lane length (indicated by the double arrow) of the Melati and Auto City scenario respectively.

![Figure 10: Double Arrow Indicate the Merging Lane Length of Melati Scenario](image)

![Figure 11: Double Arrow Indicate the Merging Lane Length of Auto City Scenario](image)

Looking at this particular finding, there is potential effect of the length of the merging lane on head check behavior among motorcyclists. It seems like the percentage of performing head check will decrease proportionally to the length of the merging lane.
Motorcyclists from the shorter merging lane will have less margin error during the merging\(^2\). Besides, as the motorcyclists need to be extra precise when positioning himself in the safe gaps\(^4\), it may result them more likely to perform the head check. However, this issue is an open question which only future research can answer.

**Limitation and Recommendation**

From the SPPS output, Cramer’s V value is 0.384 which means that this study has a medium effect size (between 0.3-0.5). The reason of finding this output is because, during designing the study, the scenarios were categorized into two types of road environments - four scenarios for each type. However, during the data analysis phase, the data were categorized into three types, in which the town scenarios were divided into two types - with and without U-turn, with two scenarios each. Thus, the scenarios numbers are not evenly observed between those three categories. To have a small effect size, it is recommended that the number of scenarios is same among the categories that being analyzed.

In this study, only the highway and town environment scenarios were being studied. The other two well-known types of scenario environment - residential and rural - were not included. Thus, future study that involves these types of road environments is needed. This type of study also can be conducted with different methods such as: (i) a field study - having a participant riding in the real environment, (ii) riding simulator study - in the laboratory, and (iii) computer simulation study. Therefore, this study should be conducted with different methods, and the findings can be compared. Lastly, in this study, whenever a motorcyclist performs the head check, we are unsure if he or she detects the hazard or at least turning his or her head to the exact location of the potential hazards. Thus, the more sophisticated equipment such as the eye-tracker - the equipment to detect the eye movement - would give a better insight on the study. This is because; the eye-tracker is able to give the exact area that the participant is looking at. Therefore, the score obtained in this type of study would be more precise. In addition, the eye-tracker also could analyze the data in more details such as to investigate the frequency of the head check and the gaze period. Therefore, it is recommended for the study to be done using the more valuable equipment.

**CONCLUSION**

As a conclusion, in general, motorcyclists are less likely to perform head check during merging in traffic. Specifically, there is no difference on the motorcyclists head check behavior between the town and highway road environment, in which, motorcyclist are less likely to perform head check during merging in both road types. However, when there is a U-turn involve in the scenarios, the contrary results was found, where motorcyclists are more likely to perform head check during merging in traffic that involved a U-turn. The result from this research will provide additional information about Malaysian motorcyclist behavior in general and, more particularly, behavior on the head check during merging in traffic. The findings shall recommend for an improvement to the current Malaysia riding/driving education system and road users awareness program in which may decrease the road crashes. Lastly, the finding from this study also could lead the other similar research studies in deeper approaches.
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